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Introduction
Pioneering research 011 the iterative behaviour of I-norm llonexpallsive maps was done by Akcoglu and Krengel in [IJ. They observed that the asymptotic behaviour of the iterates of I-norm llollexpallsive maps is periodic. Indeed they proved the following theorem (com pare [1] ). with frO) = 0, and a periodic point of f of minimal period p. Here Jl{TI denoteB the positive cone in ]Rn. The main motivation for studying these maps is that they can be used as models for diffusion processes on a finite state space (see [IJ and [14] ). Surprisingly the set P'(n) allows a characterization by arithmetical and combinatorial constraints. Indeed Nussbaum, Seheutzow, and VerduYll LUllel showed in [15J and [16J that P'(n) is precisely the set of periods of admissible arrays 011 n symbols. Here an admissible array is defined as follows.
Definition 1.1. Let (L, <) be a finite totally ordered set and let 2: = {I, ... ,n}. JA(8) of (h.(t) for all 1 ~ 8 < t ~ PA,
(ii) if Al < A2 < ... < .\,"+1 is a sequence of distinct points in Land then 2)t, -8,) oF 0 mod p, where p = gcd({PA, : 1 ~ i ~·r + I}).
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Here ged(S) denotes the greatest common divisor of the elements of S. The period of an admissible array is said to be !em ({PA : A E L}), that is the least common multiple of the periods PA. Thus, if one defines for n ~ 1 the set Q(n) = {p ~ 1 : P is the period of an admissible array on n symbols}, (1) then the charaeterization of the set P'(n) is given by the following equality. Theorem 1.2 ([16J, Theorem 3.1). P'(n) = Q(n) for all n ~ 1.
In [16, Section 4J Nussbaum, Scheutzow, and Verduyn Lunel have asked if a similar characterization can be found for the set R(n), consisting of integers p ~ 1 for which there exist a I-norm llollexpallsive map f : ]Rn ]Rn and a periodic point of f of minimal period p. It was proved in [13J and [20J that R(n) c P '(2n) for n ~ 1, so that Theorem 1.2 yields the indusion R(n) c Q(2n). A sharpening of this indusion was obtained by Lemmens in [6J. Indeed it was shown there that each element of R(n) is the period of an admissible array on 2n symbols that has some additional properties. As a result of this sharpening the set R(n) has been computed for n = 1,2,3,4,6,7, and 10. It remained however, an open problem to decide if the upper bound for R(n) was tight. In particular, it was not known if 18 is in R(5), 90 is in R(8), and 126 is in R(9). In this paper the notion of a restricted admissible array on 2n symbols is introduced, and it is shown that R(n) is precisely the set of possible periods of these arrays. The restricted admissible arrays are admissible arrays with one additional property. This additional property refines the properties that were obtained in [6] . As a consequence we derive that 18 'i R(5), 90 'i R(8), and 126 'i R(9).
A combination of Theorem 1.2 with the following lemma suggests that an additional property for admissible arrays on 2n symbols can be found, such that their periods characterize the set R(n). Our proof of the characterization of R(n) relies on this lemma and therefore we give a proof of it in the appendix. In the next section some bask definitions are collected, alld a precise formulation of the characterization of R(n) is given.
The characterization of R( n)
On ll?n the 1-norm is given by Ilxll, = I:,lx,1 for x = (Xl, ... ,x TI ) in ll?TI. A map f : X -+ ]Rm, where X C ]R1J., is called 1-norm nonexlJan8ive or simply
The map f is said to be a 1-isometry if equality holds in (2) for all X and y in X. A point X E X is called a periodic point of f : X X if there exists an integer p ~ 1 such that fP(x) = x, and p is called a period of x. The smallest such integer p ~ 1 is said to be the minimal period of x.
On ll?TI a partial ordering ~ is given by x ~ y if x, ~ y, for 1 ~ i ~ n. We say that x and yare comparable if x ~ y or y ~ x. We write x < y if x ~ y and x oF y.
The positive cone in ll?n is said to be OC n = {x E ll?n : x ~ O}. Further for X,y E ll?n we let x 1\ y be the vector with coordinates (x 1\ y), = min{x"y,} for 1 ~ i ~ n.
Similarly, x V y denotes the vector in ll?n with coordinates (x V y), = ma.x{ x" y,}
To formulate the characterization of R(n) we need the idea of a restricted admissi hIe array 011 2n symbols. Before this idea is explained it is convenient to introduce the following notion.
Definition 2.1. Let () = ({J,. : Z 2: 1.\ E L) be an admissible array and let PA denote the period of {J,. for .\ E L. A symbol a E 2: is called permitted for q E Z if
and there exists 8 E Z such that a = {h., (q -8) and 2)t, -"') =' 8 mod p, where p = gcd( {PA, : 1 ~ i ~ 'r + I}).
i=l For an admissible array -() and q E Z the set of permitted symbols is denoted by P(q,{J) = {a E 2: : a is permitted for q}.
If a is a symbol in 2: and 2: = {I, ... ,2n}, then we write a+ = a + n mod 2n. A restricted admissible array 011 2n symbols is now defined as follows. Then the characterization of R(n) is given by the following equality.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is split in two parts. First it is shown in Section 3 that R(n) c Q'(2n). To prove this inelusion we build on results from [15J and [19J. Subsequently in Section 4 the other inelusion, R(n) :::J Q'(2nl, is proved. To establish this inelusion ideas from [16J are used. In Section 5 some remarks are made about the mmputation of R(n) for small n, and analysis of the largest element of R(n) is given. We conelude with an appendix in which a proof of Lemma 1.1 is given, and a list of elements of R(n) for 1 ~ n ~ 10 is displayed. ~4 in V, and it is denoted by suPv(~4). Analogously, the infimum of ~4 in V is said to be the unique lower bound a of ~4 in Y, so that there exists no lower bound /3 of ~4 in V with a < ,1. This element is denoted by infv(~4).
For x E V the height is defined by
Sx is empty or (6) If x E Y is irreducible in Y and Sx is nonempty, then we define
We put Iv(x) = {I, ... ,n} if Sx is empty. Observe that if x is all irreducible element in a finite lower semilattice Y c jKn., and Sx is nonempty, then v( x) . This inequality will be useful to us later. Using these notions the following lemma can proved (see [15, 
(i) Ify E V and fj(y) I y, then y and fj(y) are not comparable, and moreover hv(y) = hv(r(y))· (ii) If y is irreducible in V, then r(y) is irreducible in V.

(iii) If y and y' are two irreducible elements in V that are not comparable, then
Iv(y) n Iv(y') = 0. (in) If y E V
is irreducible in V and y is a periodic point of f of minimal period
The following technical definition forms the basis from which the admissible arrays are constructed.
Definition 3.1. Let W be a lower semilattice in ll?n, let g : W W be a lower semilattice homomorphism, and let ~ E W' be a periodic point of 9 of minimal period p. Let V denote the lower semilattice generated by {gj (0 : j ~ O} and let f be the restriction of g to V. A finite sequence (y')~, C V is called a complete sequence for ~, if the elements satisfy
The following proposition ensures that every periodic point of a lower semilattice homomorphism has a complete sequence (mmpare [15, Proposition 1.1]). From a complete sequence an admissible array can be constructed in the following manner. Suppose that 9 : W' -+ W' is a lower semilattice homomorphism, where W' is a lower semilattice in ]Rn. Assume that ~ E W' is a periodic point of 9 of minimal period p. Let V be the lower semilattice generated by {gj (0 : j ~ A}, and let f be the restriction of g to V. Remark that f is a bijective lower semilattice homomorphism that maps the finite lower semilattice Y onto itself, and its inverse is f n -1 By Proposition 3.1 there exists a complete sequence (Y')~l for~. Let p, denote the minimal period of y' under f for 1 ~ ; ~ m. It follows from property (ii) in Definition 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 that r(y') is irreducible in V for 1 ~; ~ m and j E Z. Therefore the set Iv(r(y')) is not empty, and hence we can select for 1 ~ ; ~ m and 1 ~ j ~ p, an integer a'j E Iv(r(y')). Further we define for general j E Z the integer a,j by It is sufficient to prove this daim, since {a, a+} C P(q, (}) implies that there exist elements y and y' in V, with Ya > 0 and y:+ > 0, such that y ~ 1"(0 and y' ~ 1"(0. This of course contradicts the faet that 1"(0 E 1E2n.
So suppose that ILl> 1 and a E P(q,.O). As ILl> 1 it follows from property (vi) in Definition 3.1 that y" > infv(V) for all A E L. This implies that Sjj(y') is not empty for A ELand j E Z, because f is order-preserving and y" is periodic.
Therefore we know by (ii) in Lemma 3.2 and (8) that for all A ELand j E Z: (12) According to Definition 2.1 there are two possibilities. We begin with the first one:
Hence by (12) we find that l"(y")a > O. Moreover property (i) in Definition 3.1 says that yA S; ~. As f is a lower semilattiee homomorphism it is order-preserving, so that l"(y") ~ 1"(0· This completes the proof of the daim for this case.
To prove the claim for the second ease we assume that there exist distinct Al < A2 < ... < ApH in L such that and there exists 8 E Z such that a = {}", (q -8) and ,.
2)t, --") '= 8 mod p, where p = gcd( {p", : 1 ~ i ~ 'r + I}).
-i=l
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Observe that there exist constants ~41, ~42, ... ,A,+l such that p = LI AlP>'i. As
Since.\, < .\,+1 we know by (iv) in Definition 3.1 that hv(y"') ~ hv(y"'+'), so that (i) in Lemma 3.2 implies:
hv(f"(y"')) ~ hv (ft,(y",+,) ) for 1 ~ i ~ ·r. (14) By construction we have that Therefore the equality {i", (8,) = {i",+, (t,) and (iii) in Lemma 3.2 imply that r'(y"') and f"(y"'+') are comparable, so that (14) yields:
As f is order-preserving and y" has period p" under f, we can deduce from (15) that (16) Applying (16) iteratively gives: Now start the following procedure to pour sand from the containers into the buckets. For each container C t pour sand into bucket b,tl until either b,tl is full or C t is empty. If b,tl is full, then pour the remaining sand of C t into bucket b I2 until either b I2 is full or C t is empty. Continue in this manner until C t is empty. Observe that the amount of sand in bucket b Ik after this procedure is given by 
1'(i,k)=j
This diffusion process is described by a map f : OC n ]Kn that is given by (20) Observe that frO) = 0, and that f only depends on the volume of the buckets and the rule 'Y. To see that the sand-shift maps defined by (20) 
Observe that this rule ' Y is well-defined, as the maps -(J, are periodic with period
where'Y is given by (21) and (22), and
The next step is to produce for f" : OC n OC n a periodic point ~ of minimal period p. To do this it is convenient to introduce some auxiliary numbers ~~,.\. (i) The numbers ~~,) . are well-defined;
with a E RCO).,).
Proof. To prove the first assertion we suppose, by way of contradiction, that simultaneously ~~.). = 1/2 and ~~.). = 1. Then a = {j). (q) and there exist distinct Al < A2 < ... < A,'+ l in L such that A = Al and and there exists 8 E Z such that a = {j)., (q -8) and ,.
2)t, -"') == 8 mod p, where p = gcd( {p)., : 1 ~ i ~ 'r + I}). i =l
Observe that {j). (q -8) = {j)., (q -8) = a = {j).(q). Since {j). is periodic with period p). and {j).(,,) f {j).(t)
for 1 ~ " < t ~ p)., we find that 8 == 0 mod p). and hence I: ;'~1 (t, -"') == 0 mod p. This however contradicts the fact that {j is an admissible array.
The second and third assertion follow directly from Definition 4.1. To prove the last assertion we assume that ~~,). > 0 and that,\' E L is such that,\' < .\ and a E R ({h,,) 2)t, -"') = 8 mod p, where p = ged({p", :
Since p' is a divisor of p we find that L::' =o (tI -f~I) == q -k == 8' mod p', and hence we conclude that ~;;.", = 1. This completes the proof of the lemma. Proof. The proof of this lemma is based on two claims. Claim 1.
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Claim 2.
~~" for q E Z and 1 ~ j ~ n.
(i ,>.): iI).(s)=i, iI;.(s+ l)=j
If we assume these claims for a moment we can complete the proof of the lemma in the following mallner. It follows from the elaims and (ii) of Lemma 4.1 that
for q E Z and 1 ~ j ~ n. Therefore f"(~q) = ~q+1 for q E Z. It follows from Claim 1 that if j = ',9,. (,,), then
Therefore ~q+p = ~q for q E Z and P = !em ({PA : A E L}), and hence fg(~q ) = ~q.
It remains to be shown that P is t he minimal period of ~q under f". To do this let 11. ~ 1 be the smallest integer with f~(~q) = ~q. Remark that it suffices to show that J,,(q) . It follows from (ii) and (iv) of Lemma 4.1 that A is t he only element of L with ~j." = 1/2 in the sum LA ~j,A" Therefore ~j is not an integer, and hence ~rp is not an integer, as ~r p = f~(~q)j = ~j. This implies that there exists a unique X E L such that ~J.!;' = 1/2, and thus {J", (q + 11.) = j. It is elear from (iv)
in Lemma 4.1 that if X < A. then cH I' < c q . Likewise X > A implies cH I' > c q .
Since {h is periodic with period P '" and (J,,(,,) of (h(t) for 1 ~" < t ~ PA, we find that PA divides 11. .. This shows that ~q has minimal period P under f"· To mmplete the proof of the lemma we need to show the elaims. We begin with the first one.
and there exists 8 E Z such that (J,,(,,) 
As ·,h(,,) = {}),(q -8) we find that (h(" + t) = (h(q + t -8), and therefore
To establish the second claim remark that by (23), (24), and (25) we have
where M'k(~q) = min{ 1, max{L),EL ~;,), -(k -1), 0 n. It follows from (ii) a11d (iv)
Now by using the definition of r (see (21) and (22)) we deduce
This completes the proof of the lemma. D
Let us go back to the inclusion R(n) :::J Q'(2n). Ilefore we prove this inclusion we make the following observation.
Lemma 4.3. If {} i" a re"tricted admi""ible array on 2n "ymbol" and ~q i" defined by (25) , then ~q E 1E 2TI .
Proof. Seeking a contradiction, we suppose that ~; > 0 and ~;+ > O. Since ~J = L),EL ~J.), a11d ~J.), ~ 0 for 1 ~ j ~ 2n and A E L, there exist A and X in L such that ~;,), > 0 and ~.;+.),' > O. Therefore it follows from (iii) in Lemma 4.1 that {i, i+} C 'P(q,{J) . This however contradicts the fact that {} is a restricted admissible array on 2n symbols. D Corollary 4.1. R(n) :::J Q'(2n) for all n ~ 1.
Proof. Let p E Q'(2n).
Then there exists a restricted admissible array {} on 2n symbols with period p. Now let f" : Jl{2TI Jl{2n be given by (23) and let ~q E Jl{2n be as in (25) for q E Z. It follows from Lemma 4.2 that ~o is a periodic point of f" of minimal period p. Moreover f"(~q) = ~q+l for q E Z, so that Lemma 4.3 implies r(~o) E JBJ'TI for all j ~ O. Applying Lemma 1.1 now gives p E R(n).
5 Some remarks concerning the set R(n)
In this section the set R(n) is determined for 1 ~ n ~ 10. Moreover it is shown that the largest element 1/J(n) of R(n) satisfies:
The set R(n) has been computed for n = 1,2,3,4,6,7, and 10 by the first author in [5J and [6J. To obtain R(n) for all 1 ~ n ~ 10 it only remained to be decided whether 18 is in R (5J, 90 is in R(8J, and 126 is in R(9) . We will see that none of these integers can occur. To prove this the following notion is used. There exist severallleeessary conditions for feasible sets in the literature. \Ve list some of them here. The proofs of these conditions can be found in [5, Section 3.5J and [6, Section 5J. We note that in [5J and [6J the Furthermore the periods P" of 0" either satisfy: PI = 6 and P2 = 9, or PI = 9 a11d P2 = 6.
In both cases there exist i,j, k E Z such that
Since 0 is an admissible array we know that i -j 1= 0 mod 3. Further we daim that i -k 1= 0 mod 3. As i -k = 0 mod 3 implies that there exist m, m" m2 E Z P(i +mm2P2, 0) . Using (28) and the fact that 0 , and O 2 have period PI and P2, respectively, we find that {02(i), 02(i)+} C 'P(i +mm2p2, 0), which contradicts the fact that 0 is a restricted admissible array. P(i,.O) . This again contradicts the fact that ,0 is a restricted admissible array.
This leaves us two cases: i -j = 1 mod 3, i -k = 2 mod 3, and i -j = 2 mod 3, i -k = 1 mod 3. We begin with the first one.
, and hence (28) gives Proof. To see that 18 ¢ R(5) we look at the candidate minimal feasible sets for 10 that give period 18. There are two such sets: 5, = {2, 9} and 52 = {6, 9}. However, 5, is not feasible for 10 by (i) in Lemma 5.1, and 52 is not feasible for 10 by Lemma 5.2. Thus we condude from (27) and Theorem 2.1 that 18 ¢ R(5). 
¢ R(8).
For period 126 in dimension 9 there are three candidate minimal feasible set: 5, = {2, 7, 9}, 52 = {14, 9}, and 53 = {6, 7, 9}. The sets 5, and 52 are not feasible for 18 by (i) in Lemma 5.1. Furthermore it follows from (ii) in Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 that 53 is not feasible for 18, and thus 126 if. R(9) . This completes the proof of the theorem. D
The results in [6, Section 5J and Theorem 5 .1 together yield a complete list of elements of R(n) for 1 ~ n ~ 10. This list is given in Table 1 in the appendix. We conelude this section with a theorem for the largest element of R(n). In this theorem the notation f(n) ~ g(n) is used to say that limTI~= f(n)/g(n) = 1.
Theorem 5.2. Let 1/J(n) = max{p: p E R(nJ}. Then log1/J(n) ~ V2nlogn.
Proof. Let g(n) denote the maximal order of a permutation on n letters, and let 7r(n) denote the number of primes at most n. We first prove the inequality g(2n-7r(2n)) ~ 1/J(n) for all n ~ 1.
To derive this inequality it is shown that for each order 'm of a permutation on 2n -7r(2n) letters there exists a restricted admissible array on 2n symbols with period m. This is sufficient, as R(n) = Q'(2n). So, let m be the order of a permutation on 2n -7r(2n) letters, and suppose that 'm has a prime factorization rr:=l q~i. As el (D,) and el(Dj) are disjoint for distinct i and j the array 0 is a restricted admissi ble array on 2n symbols. lVloreover, '0,£ has period q~i for 1 S; i S; k, so that o has period m = I1:~1 q.~'. Hence the proof of (30) is complete. Now let ,(n) denote the largest element of Q(n). Then it follows from (30) and the inelusion R(n) C Q(2n) that logg(2n -7r(2n)) < log1/J(n) < log,(2n)
for n ~ 2.
It has been shown in [18J that log,(n) ~ vnlogn, and hence I . log,(2n) un = 1.
TI~= ,J2n log n On the other hand, Landau [4, pp. 222-229J has proved that logg(n) ~ v-nlogn,
so that we ean use the prime number theorem, which says that 7r(n) ~ n/logn, to find that I . logg(2n -7r(2n)) un = 1.
TI~=
,J2n log n
The equations (31), (33), and (35) together yield:
TI~= ,J2n log n .
and hence the proof of the theorem is complete. D 
